
Two-For-One Nine-Patch 
  
I don’t think I’ve ever seen a nine-patch quilt that I didn’t love.  Big quilts and little quilts, big nine-
patches and teeny, tiny “neeps”, I love them all. 
 
But we’re used to making the quilts with strips.  What if you could make two “reverse” nine-patches 
using two squares?  Lights and darks, two mediums, all you need to make two nine-patches are two 
squares that have a little bit of contrast.   
 
While this technique has been “around” for many years, one of the best books showing all sorts of terrific 
projects made with the positive-negative nine-patches is Nine Patch Gatherings by Lisa Bongean and 
Carole Charles of Primitive Gatherings. 
 
I particularly like this technique for making the smallest nine-patches – the 1 ½” x 1 ½” finished nine-
patches… the nine-patches I call “neeps”.     
 

 
 
The Sizes.   
 
If you’re super-accurate with your cutting and scant ¼” seam allowance, you can cut the squares and 
strips to the sizes specified below.  If you’re like me – not always super-accurate… or just wanting a little 
room for error… this method still works beautifully.  Just cut the squares a little larger – either ¼” or ½”.  
I prefer the ½” larger.   
 
After piecing the square in Step 1, the strips are cut to size.  The sides of the pieced squares can be 
trimmed straight and then joined as in Step 4.  The strips are again cut to size in Step 5 and the finished 
nine-patches are made to size.  There are two additional trimming steps and a little bit of wasted fabric 
but I like that little bit of leeway.   
 
These are the sizes for “cut-to-size” – for a little leeway, add ¼” or ½” to the size of the cut squares.  Do 

not change the size of the cut strips. 
 
    

 Finished Nine-Patch  Size of Finished Squares Size of Cut Squares Size of Cut Strips 
 

 1 ½” ½” 3” x 3” 1” 

 2 ¼” ¾” 3 ¾” x 3 ¾” 1 ¼”   

 3” 1” 4 ½” x 4 ½” 1 ½” 

 3 ¾” x 3 ¾” 1 ¼” 5 ¼” x 5 ¼” 1 ¾” 

 4 ½” x 4 ½” 1 ½” 6” x 6” 2” 

 5 ¼” x 5 ¼” 1 ¾” 6 ¾” x 6 ¾” 2 ¼” 

 6” x 6” 2” 7 ½” x 7 ½” 2 ½” 

 

 

The Method.  The pairs of squares can be Light / Dark or simply “lighter” and “darker”.  The two nine-patches will 

have reversed position of the two fabrics – a “positive” and a “negative” block.     

 

1. Place the two squares right sides together and 

stitch a scant ¼” seam allowance on two 

opposing sides of the square as shown.  

 



2. Cut the square into three equal-size strips. 

 

Press the seams toward the Dark or “darker” 

strip on both pieced strips. 

 

 

3. Using a scant ¼” seam allowance, join the two 

middle strips to the pieced strips as shown. 

 

Press the seams toward the Dark or “darker” 

strip – the same as before. 

 

Note:  For the 1 ½” x 1 ½” finished nine-patches 

made with 1” strips, I recommend pressing the 

seams of each strip set so they are going in one 

direction. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. Align the two pieced strips with right sides 

together.  The seams of the center strips should 

be in opposite directions so they will nestle 

together. 

 

Using a scant ¼” seam allowance, stitch on the 

opposing sides of the pieced squares as shown. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

5. As before, cut the square into three equal-size 

strips. 

 

Press the seams toward the strip with two Dark 

or “darker” squares on both pieced units.  

 

 

6. Using a scant ¼” seam allowance, join the two 

middle strips to the pieced strips as shown. 

 

Press the seams in the direction of the arrows. 

 

Note:  For the 1 ½” x 1 ½” finished nine-patches 

made with 1” strips, I recommend pressing these 

seams open – both seams on both nine-patches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


